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Today in luxury:

America's open-to-the-public luxury watch show, WatchTime New York, takes place this month

For the fourth consecutive year, on Oct. 26 and 27th, the luxury watch exhibition known as WatchTime New York
(named for WatchTime Magazine that runs the event) takes place in New York's famed Gotham Hall, says Forbes.

Click here to read the entire story on Forbes

Luxury carmakers are taking a hit as demand in China plummets

Europe's luxury car titans are bearing the brunt of a slump in Chinese auto demand, and investors in India are
paying the price, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Gucci unveils new marina Abramovi-themed art wall in Shanghai

After revealing a series of ArtWalls in Milan, New York, London and Hong Kong, Gucci has unveiled another large-
scale mural dedicated to Marina Abramovi. The new walls are a reference to "The Artist Is  Present," an exhibition
curated by Maurizio Cattelan that takes its name from Abramovic's 2010 work, one of her most celebrated
performance pieces, per Hypebeast.

Click here to read the entire story on Hypebeast

Luxury apartments totally dominate the rental market

For those looking for an apartment to rent, especially in one of America's largest cities, it's  becoming more difficult
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to find something reasonably priced. Apartment buildings under construction in the most in-demand metro areas of
the country -- particularly in university and high-tech cities such as Austin, Texas and Charlotte, North Carolina -- are
now mostly luxury units and almost never aimed at moderate- to lower-income renters, according to CBS News.

Click here to read the entire story on CBS News
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